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Your name: 				 Ian Thompson

Date: 1/5/2018

Name of event / exhibition / project / conference

Vapour at North Kent Festival of Walking, Gravesend 2018

Key date(s) for event(s)

20th April 2018

Location(s) of Event(s)

Gravesham Arts Centre, Gravesend, Kent, UK

Project team
Name

Organisation

Role

Ian Thompson
Stephen Shiell
Lou Barnell
Phoebe Wright-Spinks

University of Greenwich
Breathing Space
Breathing Space
Breathing Space

'Cellist/composer
Sound artist/composer
Vocalist/composer
Pianist/composer

Brief description

Vapour was devised in response to a request to participate in GHost Hostings 19, an evening of talks and events
associated with mythological and ethereal aspects of geography and history around the Gravesham Arts Centre,
Gravesend, curated by artist Sarah Sparkes. The arts centre is housed in a deconscrated church on the Thames foreshore,
next to a small shingle and mud reach. It marks a point at which the salinity of the Thames significantly increases and the
river yields to the North Sea further downstream.
The audience were invited onto the reach and participate in a Pauline Oliveros Sonic Meditation exercise, in which they
connected their breathing with the the ebbing and flowing of the water, vocalising sounds as they did so. They were then
led inside to the building for the second part of the performance, where salt was sprinkled on the floor, and small cassette
players placed in the space replayed recordings of the ocean and voices of other Breathing Space members previously
recorded performing the sonic meditation elsewhere. This was accompanied by improvised 'cello, piano, objects and
voice.

Main Organiser / Curator

Sarah Sparkes, GHost Hostings
Presenting organisation(s)

Inspiral London / Dr Charlie Fox

Funding
Funder (including UoG if in-kind)

Activity		

Amount (£)

GHost Hostings
Inspiral London

Performance fee
Accommodation

£130
In-kind

PLEASE PROVIDE LINKS TO:
Promotional / marketing material(s) – digital copies can be attached at the end of this document

https://www.ghosthostings.co.uk/ghost-hostings-19-ghosts-and-spirites-walking-by-nyght/

Website(s) and statistical data if available

https://inspirallondon.com/

Images – digital copies can be attached at the end of this document

Audio

Reviews

Visitor demographics – please enter recorded figures below
NO. OF VISITORS:
Estimated

100

Actual

AGE GROUPS:

√
√
√
√
√

0–15
16–30
31–45
46–60
60+

AREAS OF INTEREST:

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Art
Design
Film/Media
Sound/Music
Education
Technology
Others

PLEASE PROVIDE LINKS TO:
Visitor testimonials

Social media activity

Publications (by UoG staff)

Related conference papers (by UoG staff)

References to research

Legacy (further invitations / venues / iterations / research opportunities)

Further and ongoing collaboration on site-specific sound art projects with the Breathing Space collective. This and other
projects are used as case studies in teaching, and further inform my arts practice activities.
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